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A Message From Reverend Janice Hope Gorman
Dear Friends,
As I am delighted to share a few personal comments
with all of you who are my friends and clients and
peers and helpers. I can testify to the many changes
that have taken place in my life during this time of
great change upon the planet. I continue to personally meditate, pray and contemplate my journey as a
light worker, teacher and helper to all those who
come to the Hope Interfaith Center. I now know
that I am more dedicated than ever to providing a
place that is safe and holy and accepting of all.

We are seeing more and more people come to the
Center to explore the truth of who they are. They no
longer feel inclined to stay put in the narrow ideas
which they have received from many places. People
now are realizing that their BEING is size-less and
they are transcending the limitations of conditioning.

I personally would like to remind you of the greatness of your Being. And when you know this, you will
then create a world of true happiness, joy, peace,
light and justice for all.
We welcome people from all faiths,
and backgrounds. You are my family!
Let us join together in the Oneness
and know that you are reading this
with the power that is within you. If
you are looking for something deeper
than you have found so far, then look
no more. If you are looking for a
place of peace and safety from judgment, look no more. If you are looking for inclusivity
and love, look no more! You have found it just by
reading this!

Movement
into the
Golden Age

When I first approached the task of
sharing with all those who would
come that there was an inner spirit
within that is a blazing glow of infinity that is ever expanding called
Oneness, I thought it would be
easy. To say the least, it has not
been a journey for the weak of
heart. Yes, I share honestly that the journey has
brought up every emotion of fear, lack of self-worth,
and doubt that my life and my family would be made
fun of. I need to share with you, also that I had to
confront that fear of the greatest magnitude—fear
that I couldn’t do it “right”--fear that I would be
laughed at, ostracized or scorned, fear that my mortality might tint the truth of the messages that I
would receive, and many other things.
But the
deep, deep feeling of joy that I have experienced
while working with the Spiritual Guides and Angels
has over-ridden the bumps in the road. There were
many times when I could feel the Master’s presence
with me as if we were entwined. And I kept on
hearing that “We are All One. Made in His/Her Image! Please help people know that this is theirs to
realize to become their highest potential on Earth.”
We at the Hope Interfaith Center wish to inspire and
compel all to discover their true nature as pure
awareness via simple inquiry, by having personal insights, as well as offering wisdom teachings and a
wide range of classes and events.
Transcending Cultural and Social conditioning has
been one of those bumps for me and many people.
Few are those who ever challenge or outgrow the
beliefs that have been instilled by family and society
during those early years. And yet, we must as we
move into the “Golden Age” of a new family of ONE!

I have been doing this work now for over 25 years
and rejoice in the fact that fear and hate cannot exist
when there is LOVE! Come and immerse your energy and your mind into the discovery of the Truth. If
you continue to stick to the inquiry, you will make a
true phenomenal discovery that you are a magnificent being that is here on earth to awaken at this
time and remember to Love yourself and to Love one
another. When you walk into our great room where
we have spiritual service and classes, you will see on
one side of the wall:
“All SACRED PATHWAYS ARE HONORED
HERE!” On another
wall, you will see:
“WE ARE ALL ONE.”
I look forward to seeing you soon and giving you a big hug and
smile!
With Pure Heart,
Hope
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~Hope Interfaith Center~

~Directions to HIC~

114 Pohl Road, Mankato, MN 56001
Phone: (507) 386-1242
Email: hopeinterfaith01@gmail.com
Visit us online at: www.hopeinterfaithcenter.com
www.facebook.com/hopeinterfaith

From the West:
Highway 14 East to Highway 22 South. Turn right
on Hoffman Rd. (past East High School, cross Victory Dr.) Hoffman Road becomes Glenwood Ave.
(curvy road) Turn left onto Pohl Rd. The Center is
the magenta-colored building on the hill on the
right.

Janice Hope Gorman: Minister
Jody Scholtz: Office Manager
Bookkeeper: Holly Anthony
Fellowship Minister: Rev. Jo Gangestad
Volunteer Coordinator/Program Director:
Rev. Kim Stanton Cummings
Board of Directors: Ruth Ann Rosenwinkel,
Jill Grace, Mona Smiley, Becky Beyer, Jessica
Hebert, Kristin Underwood, Colleen Convery, and
Bob Dickhudt
Temple Keeper: Mona Smiley

From the East:
Highway 14 West to Highway 22 South. Turn right
on Hoffman Rd. (past East High School, cross Victory Dr.) Hoffman Road becomes Glenwood Ave.
(curvy road). Turn left onto Pohl Rd. The Center is
the magenta-colored building on the hill on the
right.

For directions to the Center and other information, see column on the right or please visit us
online at: www.HopeInterfaithCenter.com

From the North:
Highway 169 South to Highway 22 South (one
block past the last stop light in St. Peter) Turn right
on Hoffman Rd. (past East High School, cross Vic~Spiritual Services~
Second Sunday of every month - 10:00 a.m.
tory Dr.) Hoffman Road becomes Glenwood Ave.
Every quarter we have an additional Spiritual Gathering (curvy road). Turn left onto Pohl Rd. The Center is
Hope Interfaith Center
the magenta-colored building on the hill on the
Facilitated by Rev. Janice Hope Gorman
right.
The Hope Interfaith Center rejoices by bringing
people together for Spiritual Service the second From the South:
Sunday of each month. “God” according to the Highway 169 North to Riverfront Drive exit. Turn
thirteenth-century mystic Mechthild of Magdeburg, “Is not only fatherly. God is also mother right onto Riverfront Dr. (past West High School).
who lifts her loved children from the ground to Turn right onto Stoltzman Rd. (follow this road and
her knee.” What a wonderful image conveying signs to MSU). Turn left onto Stadium Rd. (drive up
how we are cherished and nurtured by She Who hill past MSU). Turn left onto Pohl Rd. (twin homes
Is!
on corner). The Center is the last building on the
We also care for you at the Hope Interfaith Center corner.
and we want to lift you up!

~Spiritual Counseling~

We welcome all and recognize that we are all ONE Spiritual Sessions are available. Please contact the
center for more information. And please remember,
in the eyes of CREATION!
the Hope Interfaith Center is a non-profit spiritual
Sunday, April 9, 10:00 a.m.
center; therefore, a portion of your spiritual counseling sessions donations are tax deductible.
*Happy Birthday to Every One!*

Sunday, May 14, 10:00 a.m.
*Mother Bear Energy - Mother’s Day*

*** It’s Important to RSVP ***

Please RSVP for gatherings by calling or emailing
your intention to attend. It’s a really nice thing to
do for yourself and it helps in our planning. When
you come to the center, we would ask that you remove your shoes if possible. This is not only to help
keep the center clean but it is also a way of honoring the sacredness of the space. Thank you!

Sunday, June 11, 10:00 a.m.
*Celebrating Men*
Sunday, June 25, 10:00 a.m.

(Second Quarter Second Sunday Service)
*Guest Speaker (Ramadan Ends)*
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Happy Birthday to Me!
April 9th is my birthday! I can’t believe that I am 63 years young! But I
love getting older and here is why. As I get older, I do feel my body
changing making all kinds of shifts. No matter how much I try, I can’t run
as fast as I could when I was younger, but to tell you the truth, I don’t
really care to. Everything is shifting: breasts, arms and other parts of my
body. But here are my greatest shifts: my mind and my spirit and my
soul! I marvel at my own sense of calm now. Events that used to leave
me reeling, where I found my head in a bag of chips or eating a total pizza, no longer even faze me. I am calm and at ease with my life. I am not
afraid to be me, whoever I am, when I am in front of people any more. In
fact, I am proud to be who I am. Because if you ask me now what I have
come to do in this world, I who am a Spiritual teacher, Wife, Mother,
Grandmother, Sister, Friend and Activist and Cheerleader for Spirit and Divine Love to return to earth would reply: “I am here to live my life out
loud”.
I’ve said that I always knew I was exactly where I was meant to be. I was
always exactly at the right place at the right time and meeting the right
people. I have always been aware of any and all experiences as an opportunity to learn and grow and deepen. Now, because of my age, I know
that everything that has ever happened to me were my sweet spots. At
different times in our journeys, if we’re paying attention, we get to sing
the song we’re meant to sing in the perfect key of life.
Everything I and you have ever done was all meant to be. Life comes together in harmony with
who we are if we are paying attention to what feel is right for us. As I age and season and mature
and blossom what I see that shifts the most for me and others is we feel the truest expression of
ourselves and we are not afraid to show it and be it. What freedom! One of my greatest lessons
has been to fully understand that what looks like a dark patch in the quest for success is the universe pointing you in a new direction. Anything can be a miracle, a blessing, an opportunity if you
choose to see it that way. Had I not experienced the darkest spots of my journey, I would not be
the woman I am today. When you can see obstacles for what they are, you never lose faith in the
path it takes to get you where you want to go. Who you’re meant to be evolves from where you
are right now. So learning how to appreciate the dance of life and all the lessons, mistakes, and
setbacks as stepping stones to the future is a clear sign you’re moving in the right direction. The
whole DANCE is SACRED!
Now...I feel like I am having a love affair with my authentic self; that life is a great
banquet table and I am savoring the feast! And I am free to be me!

I am doing some bold, brave moves these days and will continue to do so. This is my Birthday
Wish when I blow out the 63 candles on my cake: that you are having a love affair with your authentic self and that you are enjoying every minute of every day even when it is hard and or a dark
spot in the journey. Always know that you are standing in the sweet spot with me at this wonderful temple of light.
You are all invited to our Spiritual Services the second Sunday of every month at 10:00 a.m. We
are growing at HIC and so in order to serve more people, we added an additional Sunday Spiritual
Service once each quarter to see how well they are attended.
If you are looking for a place that is dedicated to helping create a new world and know that raising
one’s consciousness and awakening to the divine within is the answer to this creation, then HIC is
the place for you. All are welcome and we honor every sacred path to the ONE!
Please note that the second Spiritual Service for the next quarter will be on June 25th. Please join
us! We will always have a special guest on the second Sunday Service.
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Come Join Me!
Investing in Self and Service to Our World!
The Leadership Program is now a self-study program. This option and will help meet the need of
those who are deeply interested in becoming an Interfaith Minister.
Program Delivery and Requirements...
Each month, beginning in the month of July 2017, you will receive all the homework assignments,
study materials, as well as the audios filled with information to become a Minister. The first six
months will be dedicated to getting to know yourself on a deeper level. This will include digging
deeper, perhaps more than you have ever done so before.
Also, every three months you will have a one-hour tele-conference with me personally to answer
questions and/or to check in on your personal growth and comprehension of the study material.
Yes, there will be homework, which helps both me and you to stay in integrity. You will be required
to hand-deliver or email your homework to me.
Upon Completion of the Program...
As a legally ordained Minister of the Hope Interfaith Center, you will be able to marry, bury and
baptize legally. Your name will be recorded on the State’s records and you will receive your Ministerial Credentials on a beautiful certificate which you will receive upon finishing this yearlong program.
Why Become a Minister...
We who are Interfaith Ministers are people of all walks of life and from all religious backgrounds.
We hold on to the truth that we are ALL ONE. Your study and credentials will help you walk with
others on their spiritual journey. Spiritual Counseling is so incredibly important now for our world.
The minister is by definition a servant. A minister needs to be compassionate, loving, and trustworthy. An Interfaith Minister must be able to weep with those who weep and rejoice with those who
are rejoicing. They are asked to be an able leader, to promote peace, respect, and love for all.
If you have ever thought of becoming an ordained minister and to learn how to serve with Love,
then perhaps this is the program for you!
The next program will begin in July of 2017. If you are interested in more information on becoming
an Interfaith Minister, please call Jody at 507-386-1242.

Thank you HIC Community!
We appreciate all the donations of time, support and monetary gifts during this past year of
2016 and now into this new year of 2017!
We Thank You for helping to support us with our mission for
this Temple, which as you know helps to keep HIC’s LIGHTS
BURNING BRIGHT! Also, your continued support has made it
possible for us to help many others within our community who
are in need. Our Hearts Smile with LOVE to ALL!
We Thank All who volunteered for projects within our community and who helped with spiritual service, events/workshops,
as well as the fundraisers! As always, we also appreciate all
those who help around HIC without being asked! Simple gifts
such as putting the chairs away, helping in the kitchen after
Sunday Service, emptying the garbage, etc. All those actions
are witnessed and greatly appreciated!
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ADDICTION COUNSELING
Addiction Counseling Offered at the Hope Interfaith Center
Has addiction stolen a loved one from you? Or are you wondering if you may have a problem
with alcohol?
Ten Questions to ask yourself about drinking.
There are an estimated 14 million alcoholics or alcohol abusers in the United States. But let’s
not be so blind to our own actions. The questions below will help you determine whether or
not you may have a drinking problem.

Ten Questions to ask yourself about drinking:
1. Do you have a hard time stopping after 1 or 2 drinks? The recommended guidelines are 2 drinks per
day for men and women. Someone who binge drinks is abusing alcohol and themselves.
2. Can you go one day without a drink? Alcoholics and abusers are dependent on alcohol: therefore
they cannot go a day without alcohol.
3. Do you drink when lonely, upset, or stressed? Self-medicating with alcohol is a sign of instability,
and can lead to alcoholism, depression, and other mental health problems.
4. Do you feel the need to hide your drinking habits? When you know you are abusing alcohol, you
may want to keep loved ones from finding out. You may tend to withdraw from people that will look
down on your behavior.
5. Do you ever lose consciousness or blackout when drinking? Drinking large amounts of alcohol can
cause blackouts as the alcohol affects the body.

6. Do you drink at improper times, or sneak alcohol in where not permitted? Someone that cannot go
without alcohol will find ways to sneak it and consume it even when inappropriate.
7. Do you ever drink and drive? There were 17,000 traffic fatalities last year caused by people abusing
alcohol.
8. Do family members of friends voice concern about your drinking? Sometimes we can’t see things
clearly ourselves, but the concern of a loved one may be accurate.
9. Does your drinking interfere with work or family morals or values? Going against your values is a sign
that you may have a problem.
10. Do you think you might have a drinking problem? If you hesitated to answer this question, you
have a problem.

If you have answered yes to any of these questions, you may have an alcohol problem. Or perhaps some abuse around alcohol.
We are so fortunate to have Bob Dickhudt on our staff here at the Hope Interfaith Center. Bob
has degrees from Minnesota State University, including a BA in Sociology/Psychology, and a
Certificate/Minor in Chemical Dependency/Addiction. He is a Licensed Alcohol Drug Counselor.
Bob has worked here in Mankato at Addiction Recovery Technologies for a year and a half performing chemical use assessments, individual tracks counseling and group counseling. Bob is
experiencing long-term sobriety and he has learned the joys and the many benefits of freedom
from addiction. He loves to share his experience and hope for all.
Please call Bod directly if you would like to set up a Chemical Dependency appointment.
Bob’s number is (507) 779-6971.
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New Children’s Program & Curriculum
Children’s Oneness School
Sundays: April 9, May 14, June 11 at 10:00 a.m.
Curious about our ONENESS Sunday school for children? We all know how curious children
are. Children want to know something and see much more than most adults do; they catch
sight of things which the adults may not even notice. Children’s nature is much more watchful, much more eager to learn about everyone and everything. We find great joy in working
with these beautiful children that are so eager to be inclusive.
Finding out differences and celebrating our differences are indeed helping the children celebrate in new ways. They have had some wonderful opportunities already as they studied the
Christian meaning of Christmas and learned the art of meditation and how it can help calm
them into peace. And what about Angels and how they were in glee and happiness that they
are not alone!
In April they will be learning about “Healing the
Body” and in May the topic will be “What Do You
Think Happens When You Die”? Our Spiritual
Services and our Sunday Oneness School (for children 3 on up to 13) help us all discover our intuitive gifts, confidence of our holy self, to care for
Mother Earth, and the value of respecting differences and to celebrating our love for each other.
The slogan which hangs in the front of our great
room reads: “We Honor All Sacred Pathways!”
Our ministry for our adults as well as our children
focuses on non-judgment towards one another,
forgiveness, connecting to our angels and guides,
and honoring our beloved ancestors, and knowing that we are responsible for creating a new,
beautiful, and kind Universe.

THE CHILDREN LOVE THEIR TEACHERS! WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK CONNIE HAUGEN,
JODY SCHOLTZ, SHELLY SCHOLTZ AND JINELLE FRYKLUND.

CHILDREN’S ONENESS
SCHOOL CURRICULUM:
March: Healing the Body
April: Native American Beliefs

- General

May: What Happens When
You Die?

If anyone would like to teach a class for the children or if you have an idea, we always welcome
those suggestions.
As the saying goes, it takes a village to raise a
child, it also takes a village to teach ONENESS Sunday School.
Please call Jody if you would like to volunteer to
teach. The number to call is 507-386-1242

*Please note that we also have childcare for the
younger children.
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Full Moon Group
THE ENERGY FIELD OF THE FULL MOON GROUP
Tuesday, April 11, 7:00 a.m.
Wednesday, May 10, 3:30 p.m.
Friday, June 9, 7:00 a.m.
Held in the Great Room under the 144 Crystals…..
We are more than our physical bodies. We also have an energy
body made up of our aura (energy fields) the chakras (energy centers) and the meridians (energy pathways).

Thanks to advances in evidence based scientific research, remote
energy transmission is making a popular resurgence in the western world. Now the scientific
community is paying attention to what so many of us have known for years.
How does transmission work when we do meditation together? The healers who come together link together with other healers around the world and all those groups link into the vibratory
energy signature of Masters. We link into Peace, Love and Harmony and then all the groups
transmit energy from this link, shifting blocks and running healing energy out into the world
from the Divine.
Over the last few decades, studies involving subtle energy fields have been undertaken and
published using sophisticated measuring tools and lenses to accurately measure subtle- energy
fields through imagery, vibration and harmonic resonance. While the actual mechanism for remote transmission continues to be the holy grail of energy research, ongoing research provides
substantial evidence to support highly effective healing energy that does indeed make a difference in the world.
There are many, many transmission groups in 40 countries worldwide that have been meeting
monthly to help serve humanity at this time. I have been dedicated to this type of meditation
now for over 20 years. Those who join me and others are the committed souls that are dedicated to bring in in the New Energy for the emerging New World. Humanity finds itself in the
midst of a major shift in worldview. Such a shift involves a fundamentally new way of perceiving the world, the environment, each other, and ourselves. This type of meditation work and
energy work helps shift the collective perceptions, beliefs, and actions concerning many areas
of life: the environment, economics, religion, interpersonal relationships, personal identity,
health and healing.

Transmission meditation is one way (and an easy way) of helping transform our government
and governments worldwide. Consciousness is energy and is coming to be understood as the
underlying foundation of reality out of which the entire cosmos arises.
I am inviting you to join me in this amazing meditation to help create peace on Earth! If you
have any questions please feel free to call us at the temple of light!
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Gatherings & Opportunities
Relationship Group

Reiki Share

Third Thursday of every month
April 20, May 18, June 22
6:30-9:00 p.m.

Second Sunday of every month - 5:00-6:30 p.m.
Facilitated by Trained Reiki Practitioners
Suggested Love Donation: $5.00

Romantic Partners

Reiki practitioners come together to practice Reiki
on one another and other Reiki specific healing
modalities. If you are interested in experiencing
Reiki, no experience is necessary so please feel
free to join us. Open to all individuals.

In my many decades of talking to people, I’ve
found that some common traits run through all relationships. By no means have I ever been, or
touted myself to be, above professional psychotherapists, rather, I like to feel that I’m more of a handmaiden to society. What I do know, and you’ll hear
me constantly hammering this point home, is that if
spirituality isn’t in your life, then every single one of
your relationships can be a struggle.

Providence Partners
Second Thursday of every month - 7:00 p.m.
Do you want to find a way to connect with others
who are interested in being financially wise? This
is a financial investment group that comes together to make good conscious investments, and investing as a group.

You see, you need meaning in life. Many of us try
identifying ourselves by the amount of money, possessions, business success, or power we have, and
ultimately find that it leaves us empty. The simple
formula is to “Love one another like I have LOVED
We welcome new investors to join the group. For
you.”
more information, you are welcome to come to a
As far as romantic partnerships go,
meeting to learn more or please contact Joe GilI’ve noticed that the ones that do
make it have what I call “the pyramid bert at (507) 317-3966.
effect.” In other words, the two people involved adore one another because they give a great deal of value to spending
Yoga, Breath, and Movement
time learning and respecting and communicating
Stretch
yourself in more ways than one!
with each other.

Every Monday - 9:00 a.m.

Literature is full of all types of lovers, such as Dante
Facilitated by Rev. Marcia Nermoe
and Beatrice, Abelard and Heloise, and Romeo and
$7 Love Donation
Juliet. Yes we can have a strong relationship even
as we grow older where our breath is taken away
Monday mornings, HIC offers an hour
and we hear the bells and whistles of passion beand a half long class that includes
cause Pure love is pure and spiritual.
Hatha yoga, Tijah movement and
breath awareness.
Life is a sacred adventure and if you are in a relationship and want to keep in moving and growing
If you have any questions, please call
and blossoming you must nurture it. We come to- Rev. Nermoe at (507) 381-5272.
gether to benefit and learn from each other. We
come together to laugh and have fun. We come
together to continue the romantic journey practicing how to stay connected so we can still have the
ONENESS Blessing Circle
bells and whistles of passion.

Every Wednesday - 5:30 p.m.
Facilitated by ONENESS Blessers

Please come and have fun with us. Everyone is
invited to join us. You do not need to be married.
If you have questions about this great group of
couples, please call the center at (507) 386-1242
and we will do our best to answer your questions.
This invitation is sent out to all types of couples.

Please join us, and invite others, for ONENESS
Blessings! The ONENESS blessings are based in
the practice of Deeksha. In its simplest definition,
as described by our Beloved Teachers, Deeksha is
the practice of “getting one’s self out of the way”
so that Divine Light and Love can be channeled
through us and given as a Blessing to others. Our
ONENESS Blessing Givers are excited to give and
to receive ONENESS Blessings.

Hope to see you this SPRING! LOVE IS IN THE AIR!
Blessings Always,
Rev. Hope
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Gatherings & Opportunities
PATH OF THE HEART GROUP

A Course in Miracles
Study Group

Fourth Tuesday of the month - 8:30-10:30 a.m.
Facilitated by Anne Ganey, MPH
The group will gather in the Great Room at HIC

Every Wednesday - 10:30 a.m. - Noon
The group will gather in the Great Room at HIC

A career/leadership group designed to help you
bring your whole self to work.

Join us as we explore the Course in Miracles. Whether you are already practicing
ACIM or are new to the course, you are
welcome to join the group.

Objectives:
To gain tools to bring the whole self to work and
life; to create a safe space in which to practice
new tools; to build a network of trusted advisers; to gain new ideas, insights, practices and
solutions; and to take action towards your goals.

We are all learning and our discussions
have been interesting and helpful for understanding the Course. If you have any questions, please call Jody at (507) 386-1242.

Results:
-A more powerful experience and presentation
of yourself.
-A trusted network of advisers you can rely on.
-New ideas, insights and solutions.

Kundalini Yoga
Wednesdays, 6:15-7:30 p.m.
*Refer to the Calendar for Exact Dates*
Facilitated by Rev. Marcia Nermoe
$10 Love Donation

ACOA

Kundalini Yoga is a 5,000 year old system of yogic
exercises and meditation that is designed to give
you a “hands on” experience of your highest consciousness. Spend some time living in your higher
self through movement, breathwork, mantra, and
meditation. Experience the transformative power
of Kundalini Yoga as taught by Yogi Bhajan.

(Adult Children of Alcoholics)

Support Meetings

Meetings are every 2nd and 4th Thursday at 6 p.m.
HIC Facilitator: Bob Dickhudt BS, LADC
Goodwill offering at each meeting
All are welcome!

Adult Children of Alcoholics. The term “adult
child” is used to describe adults who grew up
Lemurian Sisterhood!
in alcoholic or dysfunctional homes and who
exhibit identifiable traits. The group also inCalling All Sisters!
cludes adults raised in homes without the
Second Monday of the month
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
presence of alcohol or drugs. This is a national
Suggested Love Donation: $20.00
known program, a link is listed below to an
online brochure, which will help you understand more about the program, as well as
Gathering of the Goddesses!
Please join us to connect with your sisters and to identifying if you are someone who would
return the Divine Feminine energy and wisdom to benefit from these meetings.
the planet. This will help to reawaken your Lemurian Akash and
By attending meetings regularly and by sharDNA. You will discover your ‘Point
ing our lives, we gradually change our thinkof Light’ on the Goddess Grid.
ing and behavior, we also find a Higher Power
experience, astonishing improvement in body,
Come and Connect to your
mind, and spirit.
Goddess Tribe!
Am I An Adult Child Questionnaire:
https://goo.gl/ZisVJB

Registration: Send email w/name,
phone & address to annegy@hickorytech.net
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Gatherings & Opportunities
WOW - 2nd Women of Wisdom Panel
Wednesday, April 5, 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

In the company of women we can drop our different roles and embrace the collective of the
“Divine Feminine” that is within us all. The level of communication and intimacy that occurs in this
setting is extraordinary!
With this great heart’s call to action during these times of upheaval, you are invited to join me at
the Hope Interfaith Center for our second WOW panel where you will cultivate relationships with
amazing women/people. We intend to have two more Women of Wisdom events after this one.
Millions of women and men are now taking action and coming together to learn from each other.
Women and men are no longer willing to just stand by or to be silent in the face of adversity. As
Patricia Cota Robles put it “Awakened people no longer feel helpless or hopeless. They realize that
they are not just the victims of circumstances; they can be strong co-creators of their lives. They
feel empowered and they KNOW that when they join with other people their ability to change the
course of history is limitless!”
We are all seeing the evidence of this Truth. Women, men and children around the world are connected to social media and they are “tweeting” to engage in active change. We had a very successful WOW panel in February and we look forward to having another successful turnout. The
topic of this panel is called “Go for IT!” Whatever your “IT” is (Perhaps IT is Personal Health, Being the Best You that you can be. Entrepreneurship, Finding your purpose, Being REAL and Proud
of who you ARE, or and getting help along the way to the road of self-discovery and personal and
planetary fulfillment).
Come and enrich your life with conversations that matter. Come and create a deeper connection
with other women who are on the same journey as you. Come to learn what we can do and create
and accomplish as a group of women who are passionate about creating a new and different world
for our children, environment and our brother and sister from around the world who come to
America.

The Powerful Women of the Panel will be:
Melanie Williams, Tezikiah Gabriel, Fardousa Jama, and Laura Turk
When you come into our great room where we hold meetings, classes and other events, you will
see on our walls: “WE ARE ALL ONE.” We believe this at the Hope Interfaith Center and we teach
this at the Hope Interfaith Center.
Come and join us for an evening of which you will not forget!

Please call the center to reserve your spot at (507) 386-1242.

A suggested Love Donation of $15.00 or more would be greatly appreciated!

Community Choir Coming Soon!

Musically Yours - Community Choir
Facilitated by Michelle Sedivy

Do you love music? Do you feel the singing spirit? Michelle Sedivy is starting a
community choir, Musically Yours, and is looking for people to join. This is a
non-auditioned choir, which Michelle, with her many years of experience, will
lead. Everyone Can Sing! For more information, call Michelle at (507) 3174996.
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HOPE INTERFAITH CENTER

APRIL - JUNE 2017

Gatherings & Opportunities
~CALENDAR OF EVENTS~

JOIN ME TO LEARN HOW TO CREATE PEACE
by listening to our BLOG TALK RADIO SHOW!

APRIL

3,10,17,24 Yoga 9:00 AM
5,12,19,26 ACIM Book Study Group 10:30 AM
5,12,19,26 Oneness Blessings Circle 5:30 PM
5 WOW-Women of Wisdom 6:30-8:30 PM
6,20 ACAO Support Group 6:00 PM
6 Providence Partners 7:00 PM
9 Spiritual Service 10:00 AM
9 Children’s Oneness School 10:00 AM
9 Reiki Share 5:00 PM
10 Lemurian Sisterhood 7:00 PM
11 Full Moon Transmission Meditation 7 AM
12,19,26 Kundalini Yoga 6:15 PM
20 Relationship Group 6:30 PM
25 Path to the Heart 8:30 AM
25 Pure Hope Show - Blog Talk Radio 7:00 PM

MAY

1,8,15,22 Yoga 9:00 AM
3,10,17,24,31 ACIM Book Study Group 10:30 AM
3,10,17,24,31 Oneness Blessings Circle 5:30 PM
3,10,17,24,31 Kundalini Yoga 6:15 PM
4,18 ACAO Support Group 6:00 PM
4 Providence Partners 7:00 PM
8 Lemurian Sisterhood 7:00 PM
10 Full Moon Transmission Meditation 3:30 PM
14 Spiritual Service 10:00 AM
14 Children’s Oneness School 10:00 AM
14 Reiki Share 5:00 PM
18 Relationship Group 6:30 PM
19,20,21 Christine Day - see insert for details
23 Path to the Heart 8:30 AM
30 Pure Hope Show - Blog Talk Radio 7:00 PM

JUNE

1,15,29 ACAO Support Group 6:00 PM
1 Providence Partners 7:00 PM
5,12,19,26 Yoga 9:00 AM
7,14,21,28 ACIM Book Study Group 10:30 AM
7,14,21,28 Oneness Blessings Circle 5:30 PM
7 WOW Women of Wisdom Panel 6:30 PM
9 Full Moon Transmission Meditation 7AM
11,25 Spiritual Service 10:00 AM
11 Children’s Oneness School 10:00 AM
*Please note: Reiki Share is cancelled
until further notice
12 Lemurian Sisterhood 7:00 PM
14,21,28 Kundalini Yoga 6:15 PM
15 Relationship Group 6:30 PM
27 Path to the Heart 8:30 AM
27 Pure Hope Show - Blog Talk Radio 7:00 PM

“The Pure Hope Show”
The last Tuesday of every month at 7:00 p.m.
Millions of listeners, thousands of shows, so which
ones to listen to is the question? The Pure Hope
Show chooses topics that coincide with the current
affairs on the planet at this time. And as I prepare
for inviting our guest on our podcast, I know that
Spirit is leading me to the right people at the right
time.
This is a unique and useful platform that we use at
the Hope Interfaith Center to inform everyone how
they can help change the world. Meditation and
energy downloads as well as blessings are given by
our quest on this wonderful programming. And although we wish to inform, we also help to override
the intellect to move you into your heart!
We’ve got a new and more powerful microphone
and our podcasting studio is my office and it’s set
up energetically to give out polished and professional and spiritual information and we (Jody, Tom
and I) are building up a good following from across
the nation, as well as around the world. We have
listeners that phone in from New York, Florida,
New Jersey, Ohio, California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado and more. We have had people phone in to
ask questions from Canada, Mexico, and Austria.
We are all excited and more motivated than ever to
bring you robust, helpful, intelligent and spiritual
programs that can help you during this time upon
the planet.
Our programs are always the last Tuesday of the
month at 7:00 p.m. To access the Pure Hope Show,
you can do a few things, go to this web address:
www.blogtalkradio.com/janicehopegorman or call
this number 213-559-2974 and press the number 1
if you have a question. The other option, which is
something new with Blog Talk Radio, is to request
a link via email, which will get you directly connected to the show. If you are interested in this option,
please let Jody know and she will explain how this
works and get you set up to receive the link a week
prior to the show.
The Pure Hope Show is a wonderful way to connect
with spiritual healers and teachers and authors of
all types.
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Pleiadian 3 Day Seminar
May 19, 20 and 21, 2017

Unique for this time...

Higher Realm
Initiations
		

Join Christine Day
For This Empowering,
Life Altering Event!
Christine channels these Higher Realm
initiations, designed to move you into
unparalleled experiences of Self!
• Be received into the COVENANT to access and 		
birth into your new Blueprint, opening into the full
expression of your higher being.
• Mother Mary invites you to take the sacred
CHALICE initiation through the birthing of your new
Blueprint design.
• Align to your individual ORACLE to receive
revelations, answers, Truth for a conscious unveiling
of your mission on the planet this lifetime.
• The Christ energy activates a series of resurrection 		
imprints to support you in this deep and profound 		
metamorphosis.
• Work within a multidimensional limitless TIMELINE 		
constructed by the Pleiadians. Open to the
freedom, link into your unlimited potential bringing 		
clarity and knowledge back with you.

Location: HOPE INTERFAITH CENTER
114 Pohl Rd. Mankato, MN 56001
Friday May 19th 1pm - 6pm
Saturday May 20th 9am - 4pm
Sunday May 21st 9am - 4pm
PRICE $445

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL!
REGISTER BEFORE MARCH

ONLY $399
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For More Information
or To Register:
Phone: 507-386-1242
email: hopeinterfaith01@gmail.com
web: hopeinterfaithcenter.com

Hello,
We as human beings are being given an amazing opportunity at this time! Each one of you will
receive a new Blueprint birthing and integrating through you. This happening will allow a profound energetic change to take place within the physical systems of your body. This new Blueprint anchored through you will:






Bring physical renewal within your cells, opening up a healing process within your physical
body and create a rebalancing of your physical systems.
Enable you to experience a natural realignment to the intuitive aspect to your Higher Self
unfolding through you.
Enhance your ability to channel the Light of Self through you to others.
Re-establish your ability to access and align to your creation energy for manifestation.
Seamlessly move you into a clarity and understanding of your own purpose here.

This new Blueprint birthing and integrating is what enables you to enter the Timeline space set
up by the Pleiadians. You will learn to navigate through a Timeline, where you will retrieve energetic tools, knowledge and your Mastery light to support you now in your life.
Mother Mary and the Christ energy will work alongside the Pleiadians, the Galactic community and the Lemurians to support all
of us in our next steps. I am so excited by the energies that will
be present with us in this Seminar.
I look forward to sharing this pivotal next step with each one of
you!
I can feel the energetic momentum building for this upcoming
seminar. There is building of light opening up around the event
and the Pleiadians are putting out a call to all of you who are destined to attend.
The Pleiadians are giving me a deeper insight into the energies of
the new Blueprints that will be birthed through each person who
comes. Revealing to me how your new Blueprint, which you will
birth during the seminar, will align you back to an aspect of your
original spiritual heritage. Showing how you will naturally be released by the illusion that is held on our earth plane through the
activation, anchoring and integration of your new Blueprint form.
This is exciting for me as I am being able to witness
this pure form of energetic movement that will be
possible for all of you to receive at the upcoming
Seminar. Know that my role will be to hold the platform for your birthing process.
Love and blessings,
Christine

